ALL SYSTEMS ARE GO FOR DAIKIN
Air conditioning sales and manufacturer connects supply chain and reduces background processing time by
45 percent with Redwood RunMyJobs®.

KEY POINTS
Daikin’s native CCMS tool didn’t provide alert notification or

With automation, the company reduced overnight processing from

coordination of SAP® processes.

11 hours to six.

Supply chain processing required extensive manual intervention

It improved connection with business and distribution partners.

and often overran.

Staff are now free to work on more strategic tasks and customer
service has improved.

A PROCESS CHALLENGE
Daikin Europe N.V. is a fully owned subsidiary of
Daikin Industries Ltd. and is the headquarters for
air conditioning sales and manufacturing in more
than 30 countries across EMEA. With an extensive
network of supplier and reseller partner relationships to
develop and maintain throughout the region, Daikin uses
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) technologies to enable
financial data sharing and reporting with its holding company
in Japan.
To ensure mission-critical end-to-end delivery of the supply,
production, distribution and logistics related business
processes, Daikin developed an IT environment that
interfaced with its business partners and IBM System i5 based
applications.
Daikin’s native component content management system
(CCMS) scheduling tool did not provide alert notification or

enable SAP processes to run in parallel. In the absence of
automated recovery for failed tasks, processing required
extensive manual intervention. This was taking up valuable
time that administrators could have been spending on more
strategic tasks.
Typically, overnight processing would run between 10pm
and 9am. However, overnight processing often overran, and
this prevented early morning online availability for some key
applications, which negatively affected end-user productivity.
With Daikin running 4,500 tasks every day, of which 33
percent were legacy system and partner related, automation
and coordination were crucial. The company needed an
automation solution that could more effectively manage its
SAP environment, including APO, NetWeaver BI, Solution
Manager and a number of R/3 systems.

ONE SOLUTION
Daikin now uses RunMyJobs to automate and coordinate all of its mission-critical business and IT processes.
The solution connects applications across all environments and locations, supporting processes, recovery
actions and failover.

“

Redwood has automated our most critical everyday processes. We
and our outsourcing partner, Siemens, can focus on building a more
streamlined automated environment, bringing more of our systems
under control. This has enabled us to improve our partner-facing
processes and reduce background processing time by 45 percent.
— Kristien Gruwier, Analyst-Programmer at Daikin

ENTERPRISE-WIDE RESULTS
Daikin implemented SAP application servers
alongside RunMyJobs, which immediately
reduced overnight processing from 11 hours
to 6. This meant overnight processing was
finished by 4am and no longer encroached on the next
business day.
With automation, human error is minimized and it frees up
administrators to work on more strategic tasks. Customer
service improved because staff can get straight to fulfilling
customer product orders and other logistics requirements.
Daikin also automated and coordinated field operations
and company headquarters. The company no longer
struggles to manage the mission-critical sales, financial
and tracking data from suppliers and partners.

In fact, Daikin was able to halve the work required to migrate
from one environment to another, such as from test to
production and, because RunMyJobs is system agnostic, it
integrates data from both legacy and EDI systems, allowing
data in one system to trigger events in another.
RunMyJobs time functionality allowed Daikin to manage
interface tasks in near real-time, and build in escalation
procedures in the event of a task hang or fail. Users are
now notified of problems automatically, either by email or
SMS. With enterprise-wise automation, the entire business
operations are now connected, with partners and across
platforms and applications. Thanks to RunMyJobs, Daikin
has regained control.

For more information, please visit www.redwood.com/runmyjobs

